OTT Communications in Maine: Growth and Innovation

OTT Communications is a division of Otelco Inc. formed out of the merger of Mid-Maine Communications and Pine Tree Networks. Otelco first entered Maine in 2006, when they acquired Mid-Maine Communications. Mid-Maine Communications came into being in 1984 to serve 26 communities in the greater Bangor area. In 1997, this company became an Internet provider in addition to providing telecommunication services. Mid-Maine Communications constructed an extensive fiber optic network that now serves areas all across Maine.

In 1999, Mid-Maine Communications became a major competitor in the commercial telecommunications market. Mid-Maine was one of the first companies in Bangor and Portland to introduce dedicated business broadband connectivity.

Otelco acquired Pine Tree Networks in 2008. Pine Tree Networks has been a household brand name synonymous with telecommunications in Maine for 115 years.

Pine Tree Networks has grown into a multi-faceted provider of state-of-the-art communication technology in Maine, Massachusetts and West Virginia.

OTT Communications has a long track record of listening to their customers, investing in technology, and delivering it all with a decidedly human touch. OTT Communications holds strong the values of delivering the best communications available with a local touch, great customer service and a genuine commitment to the communities served.

ottcommunications.com
1-877-643-6246